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Overview - Cool Reflective Roof Coatings

Due to rapid urbanization the global temperature is at a rise & IPCC- initiative of UNFCCC has warned countries
for witnessing the deadly heat waves & many natural calamities with the raise in the planet temperatures by 0.5
degree also!

The intense urbanization is contributing to the development of infrastructure and concrete jungles with elevated
surface temperatures up to 700C high. The urban regions thus experience warmer air temperatures & which
contributes to the increased UHI.

Research & studies states the IR radiation component of the Solar power distribution is responsible for heating
up the structures. Radiation energy converts into Heat Energy and the temperature of any structure exposed to
the Sun is elevated. Use of IR Reflective / High SRI paints & coatings reduce the surface temperatures, stop
heating of the roofs, walls and pavements controlling the heat transmittance indoors and thus contribute to
reducing the indoor and city temperature.

Green buildings incorporate many strategies to reduce energy use and environmental impacts and improve
occupant health. Cool Roofs (COOL TOPS) are one of the most important green building strategies because of the
immense positive benefits they provide. COOL TOPS are essential to the construction and maintenance of energy
efficient buildings, providing several tangible & intangible benefits to the building owner and occupants. Cooler
roofs mean Longer Life of roofs with crack prevention & contribution to indoor cooling.
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Technology -  IR Reflection Technology

Among all the components of Solar radiations transmitting to earth, almost 58 – 60% of the Solar radiations are
of I R Radiations, which get absorbed by the structures and radiation energy converts to Heat Energy heating up
materials.

The temperature of The Roofs, Walls, Roads, Buildings, industrial sheds, tanks; all built structures (with less
reflectivity & emissivity) exposed to Sun get elevated transmitting the heat indoors and emitting the heat of 60
to 750C in the atmosphere.

Any material with high IR Reflective property will help to reflect the IR radiations coming from Sun and STOP
heating of the substrate- Roofs/ Walls/ Roads/ Non Roof Areas and reflect the radiations away from a building,
reducing the surface temperatures, leading to reduction in heat ingress indoors and emission of heat in the
atmosphere. A high thermal emittance also plays a role, particularly in climates that are warm and sunny.
Thermal emittance is the ability to radiate absorbed, or non-reflected solar or heat energy. Together, these
properties help any substrate to generate less heat and roofs stay up to 20–28°C cooler & walls stay up to 100 C
cooler than conventional materials during peak summer weather. The measure for a good Cool Surface material
is the better value of SRI, more than 100.
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Why Cool Roofs?
Increased Solar gain, heat stress , hot climatic conditions prevailing through most part of the year, expanding
middle class, growing construction sector and increasing per capita income provokes the desperate requirement
for thermal comfort and that has obvious visibility in the increased demand of purchase of “thermal comfort” in
form of Air Conditioners – the most prominent positive electricity consumer!

A number of international campaigns have recently proposed the use of cool roofs worldwide in order to cope
with the summer urban heat island (UHI) effect.In recent studies, Many scientists believe that UHI is mainly
caused by urbanisation as it can lead to the changing of the landscape from vegetation, sand and water to hard
surfaces and building blocks. Exposing such surfaces to direct sunlight increases their temperature and
consequently has an effect on regional weather, energy consumption and thermal comfort through modification
of climatic variables.

The use of a cool roof represents a promising, reliable and environmentally friendly passive strategy, one which
has the potential to contribute significantly to mitigating UHI.

Cool roofs can reduce UHI intensity and building cooling loads, lowering demand for electricity and greenhouse
gas emissions from power plants. Various criteria and indices are used to assess the effectiveness of cool
surfaces,  including solar reflectance index (SRI) and variation in air temperatures. In terms of SRI, this comprises

solar reflectance (Albedo) and thermal emittance and can be calculated by using the equation in ASTM E1980.
This is because the performance of surface materials under direct solar heat and light is strongly correlated to
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their reflectance and infrared emittance. They represent the ability of any material to reflect solar irradiation and
to release absorbed heat. Materials with high values of reflectance and emittance would typically be considered
cool and vice versa.

By adopting cool Roofs, by raising the albedo (solar reflectance) of a building’s roof reduces unwanted solar heat
gain with very good benefits in solar dominant countries. This saves electricity and lowers peak power demand
by decreasing the need for air conditioning and also curbing the pollution. It can also cool the outside air, which
can mitigate the urban heat island effect and also improve air quality by slowing the reactions that produce
smog.

When ambient temperature is 450C the surface temperature of metal substrate is increased to 800 C & the
temperature of cement surface is increased to 65-700 C. Application of Cool Tops reduces the metal surface
temperature by 250 C & the cement surface temperature by 18-200C ; increasing a lot of thermal comfort indoors
& reduction in HVAC load! The system protects the surface from Temperature variation thus controlling the rate
of expansion & contraction. Hence, this system plays an essential role in the crack free waterproof construction
and energy efficient buildings, providing several tangible & intangible benefits to the building owner and the
occupants.

Panache plays the privileged role by being the pioneer in the Cool roof industry in India and participating in
many research projects of TARU, US, Dept Of Energy. Panache has been working since its inception on
establishing the cool roof coatings & systems to meet the practical application challenges considering the Indian
atmosphere & the construction practices here in. Panache has also won the awards for designing the Roof
Coatings system to meet the sustainable performance criteria maintaining its aged SRI values.
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Cool-roofs can help safeguard vulnerable groups such as children and the elderly from excessive indoor heat.
According to a study by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in the US and International IIIT-H,
commercial buildings can annually save 13-14 kWhm 2 of energy by switching to cool-roofs. A commercial
building with 150 square metres roof area can save up to Rs 15,000 annually in the electricity bill.
(timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/Hyderabad)

COOL TOPS From Panache - The Cool Roof Coating System
Cooler roofs mean Longer Life of roofs with crack prevention & contribution to indoor cooling!

Green Pro Certified Cool Tops – Cool Roof System by Panache is the most simple, efficient, sustainable &
economic roof cooling system, providing solar insulation, working on NIR Reflection Technology &
Nanotechnology reducing the generation of heat & thus ingress of heat indoors! Cool Tops has the potential to
reduce the city temperature by 2 to 30 C (as stated by GCCA; LBNL); Adopting Cool Tops is one of the most viable
ways to combat the Climate Change & Global Warming impact!

Cool Roof by panache is a coating system that is to be applied on any type of substrate that is exposed to solar
radiation & the coating reflects the IR Radiation as such & has high emissivity with high SRI or Albedo.

Panache has two variants of Cool roof coatings -

● Cool Top Eco
● Cool Tops System

Considering the Indian Atmosphere, Panache has designed its unique, Cool Tops system which is a 5 coat system
using three different products, adding value with their unique properties of great bonding, high IR Reflective
property along with protection to the overall system with increased durability providing sustainable
performance.

PRODUCT ASSOCIATED WITH COOL TOPS SYSTEM ARE:

1) Cool Guard: This is the first most priming layer for the complete sustainable system. 2 coats of
Cool Guard is recommended for sustainable performance Cool Guard is a single component modified
acrylic polymer powder mix. Cool Guard emulsion is being made on site by adding water to the powder
mix. Cool Guard amends roofs just like new and provides energy conservation for temperature stability.
Cool Guard has high affinity for masonry substrate and it becomes part of the substrate giving an
excellent base for COOL TOPS. The properties are: UV resistance; eco-friendly; Low VOC that adds to
environmental benefit. It gives the excellent base to the premium cool roofing system.
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2) Cool Top: Cool Top is a single component ready emulsion coating for cool roof, applied as top
coat. 2 coats are recommended for sustainable performance. Cool Top Becomes an integral coating for
COOL TOPS System. Cool Top is highly reflective layer & amends roofs just like new and provides better
cooling and aesthetics by bright white colour with temperature stability. Its added advantage of Silicon
cross linking Technology provides better elasticity, stability and life to the cool roof. It's UV resistant,
eco-friendly, and NIL VOC adds to environmental benefits. Different pastel colour shades can also
achieve reflectivity by reflective pigments. Being elastomeric it plays an important role to resist
structural cracks.

3) Transeal: Looking to the Indian atmosphere, especially the dust, pollution and extreme weather
conditions, to keep the white cool roof reflective and performing over the period of time, Panache
developed a transparent lamination coat with water protection, acid rain resistance & anti-carbonation
effect, UV resistant water Protecting & Dust Repellent solution applied as the final lamination coat
above all, increases the life of the Cool Roofs. 1 to 2 coat is recommended for sustainable protection.

TranSeal is a transparent single component liquid solution, used for providing transparent water & dust
protection, scratch resistance to porous structures of concrete, plaster, IPS. TranSeal is a versatile and
environmentally friendly coating material. TranSeal is flexible, non-tacky, light-fast, resistant to aging,
and heat-sealable.Transeal coat increases the protection of the overall building by giving
anti-carbonation effects too.

4) Asphalt Prime : This is the primer coat used instead of the Cool Guard primer when the substrate
is of asphalt or bitumen, so the yellowness of the bitumen does not leach out.
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Features for Cool Tops System
1. Gives smooth & super finish to the surface.
2. Surface becomes less susceptible to picking up dirt, and is fast and easy to clean.
3. Has good resistance to many solvents and chemicals.
4. It has enhanced penetration into the substrate and offers better bonding.
5. The system bonds fully to most substrates, preventing the migration of water.
6. It is having an anti algae & anti moss effect also.
7. Cool Tops stop heating of the roofs .
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Benefits of Cool Tops System

Tangible Benefits
1. Cool Tops provide Optimum required Thermal Comfort.
2. Cool Tops has SRI – 109 ; Reflectivity – 87%; Emissivity – 0.86
3. Cool Tops reduces above deck surface temperature -

I.Cement substrate by 18-20 Deg. C
II.Metal substrate by 20-25 Deg. C

4. Cool Tops reduce Indoor temperature by up to 4 -80 C
5. Cool Tops has the potential to reduce annual cooling energy use by 5-30% (Levinson et al.2005)
6. Cool Tops Increases Solar Cell Efficiency by 10-25%
7. Cool Tops with a complete system has a minimum life of more than 8 years over other conventional

products

Intangible Benefits
1. Very Effective on Tin sheds / Asbestos Sheds / Galvanized / Cement Industrial Sheds /Concrete/ IPS /

China mosaic etc.
2. Effective on all types of material - metal, wood, Sintex Water Tanks, concrete, RCC, IPC, Bricks.
3. Cool Tops reduces the Process Loss by 20% - 30% (reduction in labour productivity/ product quality

deterioration) in the Manufacturing Industries / factories
4. Protects the IPS of roof to develop further cracks by reducing rate of expansion contraction by

controlling temp variance
5. Reduces GHG Emissions by upto 20%
6. Increases healthy well being by reducing heat stress.

Global Benefits ( Research Data)
1. Wide spread installation of Cool Tops can delay global warming (10 tons of CO2 offset by 100 m2 white

roofing) (Menon et al. 2010; Akbari et al. 2009; Oleson et al. 2010)
2. Wide spread installation of Cool Tops can reduce Heat Island Effect. (GCCA; LBNL)
3. Cool tops installation can Lower the outside air temperature and the rate of smog formation; Leading to

comfortable environment; (Rosenfeld et al. 1998; Akbari et al. 2001)
4. Cool Tops improves air quality & health benefits (Rosenfeld et al. 1998; Akbari et al. 2001)
5. Cool Tops have the potential to reduce city temperature by 2⁰ C
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Specifications Cool Top (Mastic Emulsion)
Sustainability Specifications

Parameters Features

White High SRI Cool Tops 107

Reflectivity 0.87

Emissivity 0.90

Temp Difference 4 - 80 C

Transmittance Reduced by 70%

Technical Specifications

Parameters Features

Application Areas All types of Roofs - Concrete , Metal, Asbestos, China Mosaic, Plaster

Application Modes Brush / Roller/ Spray

Coverage 120  Sq. ft. / Kg. / coat for normal smooth surface

Recommended DFT / Coat 150 microns @ 2 coat

No. of coats 2 coats

Dry to touch 30 min.

Recoating Period Min 2 hours - [@ 28 - 30º C & 60 + 5% R.H.]

Full Cure Time 9 to 12 hrs.  [@ 28 - 30º C & 60 + 5% R.H.]

VOC contents Nil / Water Base / Pass the green pro requirements

Heavy metals Nil/ Pass the green pro requirements

Permeability Breathable layer allows water vapor.
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Aesthetics - Stability - Performance Specification

Parameters Features

After application Finish Matt, Bright White, Smooth finish

Color White

Weather Resistance Has excellent alkali resistance, Chalking & flaking resistance

Aesthetic Benefits Silicone resin incorporation gives algae resistance

Life More than 8 years

Roof Assembly
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Test Data after Installation of Cool Tops System

PARAMETERS COOL TOPS PREMIUM SYSTEM

No: of coatings 1)   Cool Guard - 1 to 2 coat (Priming base coat)

2)   Cool Top -2 coats     (As top Coat)

3)   TranSeal -1 coat      (Top most coat)

SRI Value 102 / 107

Solar Reflectance 0.808

Thermal Emittance 0.931

Thickness of Coating 300 to 400 microns (5 COATS)

R Effective Value 7.78 (1.37) hr.ft2.0F/Btu (K.m2/W)

Top Surface temp reduction By 15 to 250C

Under deck temp reduction Up to 3 – 80C (depending upon ambient temperature)

Reduction in AC load 25 - 30 %

Life 5-10 yrs. & beyond

Aesthetics Bright smooth white reflective roof , Finishing coat-Giving tile like effect .

Warranty 5 yrs.
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Cool Top Applications

● Old / New Roofs
● Masonry roofs or facades
● Metal sheets / Asbestos/ Cement roofs
● Rough / smooth / Textured Roofs
● Flat / Slant / Corrugated Roofs

Specifications - BOQ

SR.

No.

Description Unit

Sq Mt

Rate

Rs.

1. COOL TOPS SYSTEM (5 COAT, NIR REFLECTIVE COATING SYSTEM)

Providing & Applying of complete cool coating system (IR Reflective coating) with
SRI VALUE of 107 on substrates like cement flat roofs, china mosaic existing roofs,
GI , AC, Cement or pre coated sheet installed roofs with GREEN PRO CERTIFIED
PRODUCTS Panache Make Products - 5 coat elastomeric Cool Roof coatings
system-

1) Base anchoring coat of COOLGUARD - 2 Coats +

2) Reflective elastomeric coat of product COOL TOP - 2 Coats &

3) UV Protective coat of TRANSEAL - 1 Coat

(Transeal - giving anti carbonation, acid rain resistance, dust protection, algae &
fungus protection), after complete washing and surface preparation.

Total thickness of the coating would be not less than 400 microns. Rates include
material, labour, plant & tools etc.

Sustainability Factor:

The paint layers maintain the SRI value of upto 107/109 and
Panache recommends for simulation - considering R effective of 1.37 (m2.K/W)
for the High SRI Coating system.
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Cool Top Eco

ELASTOMERIC REFLECTIVE PAINT LIKE COATING - 2 - 3 COATS

● Cool Top Eco is a single component ready emulsion paint-like coating for the cool roofs, applied as a
single product and as a final finishing coat.

● Cool Top Eco is Elastomeric in nature, resisting the expansion-contraction of the substrate.
● Cool Top Eco is UV resistant and makes the application possible with economics.
● Cool Top Eco has an Acrylic base with the use of reflective pigments contributing to the SRI Value.
● Cool Top Eco is majorly recommended for DIY use for ease of application.
● Cool Top Eco can be self-primed for better performance.

NOTE : To increase the Life & Performance of Cool Top Eco additional Top coat of TRANSEAL is suggested

Variants of Cool Tops

NOTE: In case of Bitumen based surfaces, Instead of Cool Guard as Primer; ASPHALT PRIME is used as
a primer to resist the leaching of yellowness in the Cool Top layer.
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Comparison
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Other High SRI Range of Products

Green Contribution
CREDITS PARAMETERS POINTS CONTRIBUTION

FM Credit 6 Minimize Heat Exposure – Roof: 30, 40, …… 80% UPTO 6

SSP CREDIT 6 Heat Island Reduction, Non-roof UPTO 2

SSP CREDIT 7 Heat Island Reduction, Roof UPTO 2

EE CREDIT 2 Enhanced Energy Efficiency UPTO 15

BMR CREDIT 1 Sustainable Building Materials UPTO 8

BMR CREDIT 4 Use of Certified Green Building Materials UPTO 5

ID CREDIT 1 Innovation in Design Process UPTO 4
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Case Study
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Project Gallery

AMITY UNIVERSITY, PANVEL : have covered 74,325 sq/ft
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CEAT TYRES, NAGPUR : have covered 13,993 sqft
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ASIAN PAINTS : have covered 16,000 sqft
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GALAXY SHIVTEX : have covered 30, 000 sqft
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Associations & Certifications

CRRC                                          GREEN PRO                              GRIHA                        CEPT                          NTH
Cool Roof Rating Council              Product Certification of IGBC       Green Product              For SRI Value               VOC/ Metal

Panache green tech solutions pvt ltd is the only Indian company as part of CRRC program.
Panache  is a founding member of the CRRC Wall program.
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Our Clients
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Panache Recommendations - Thermal Properties (R Effective) for High
SRI Coating layer can be considered while simulation
Thermal Properties

Layer Thermal
Conductivity

Thickness Value  (K.m2/W)

RSO 0.040

R effective for (Cool Wrap) SRI Initial

109 aged 70

1.370

Mud Phuska ( Density - 1622 Kg/ m3) 0.519 0.100 0.1927

2k waterproofing coating -----

Concrete Slab ( RCC ) 1.58 0.110 0.0696

Lime Concrete 0.73 0.050 0.0685

RSI 0.170

TOTAL R Value (m2.K/W) 1.842

U Value (W/m2.K) 0.54
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Reference for R Effective used for High SRI Coating
Ashrae Standard Addendum
Cool Roof Information : CRRC

Ashrae document -
Detail document can be referred in the above link
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Cool Roof Information document - Detail document can be referred in the above link
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Panache Initiatives to Promote Sustainability

PANACHE CONTRIBUTIONS & ACHIEVEMENTS

● Participated in the COOL CITY Project with Telang. Govt.
● Participated in Research projects of the US, DOE.
● Awarded by Power of Idea Awards.
● Achieved CIA & IDAC Awards for innovative concepts and system design for Cool Tops.
● Participated in GSEP Conference, initiative of DOE, US.
● Gold Sponsors for IC2UHI in Dec 2019
● Gold Sponsors for First National Green Railway Conference 2019
● Gold Sponsors for IGL 2020
● Silver Sponsors for IGBC 2020
● Silver Sponsors for IGBC 2021

Some Initiatives to Promote Cool Roofs & Sustainability

● Cool Roof Installation for Warangal Smart City.
● Healthify Slums Project, Improving Living Conditions by Cool Tops & Adopting Green Norms.
● Go Green Conclave & Greentalks – Awareness for Green Norms and Sustainability.
● Energy Efficiency by Cool Roofs & Sustainability – Awareness Sessions with Different Segments and

Stakeholders.
● Working for Microclimate Impact by Cool Roof Installations using Drones & Satellite Services.

JOIN PANACHE IN ITS JOURNEY TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABILITY …..
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